
Cloquet Middle School 

Classroom Modifications Checklist 

 

Student Name: __________________________________________  

Date:___________ 

 

Teacher/Subject:_______________________________________________ 

 

Start Date of Modifications: _______End Date of Modifications: __________ 

 

DIRECTIONS:  Please check if you have made any of these modifications in the 

general education setting, or list ones that you have.  Keep in mind that a 

modification is something that you provide to a student that is different than what 

you provide for the entire class.  ATTACH DOCUMENTATION OF 

IMPLEMENTATION OF MODIFICATIONS/ACCOMODATIONS THAT YOU 

HAVE PROVIDED. 

 

REMINDER:  Special education testing can not be considered unless at least one of 

these modifications has been attempted for four or more weeks consistently in the 

general education classroom setting. 

 

General Modifications/Accommodations to Use in the Classroom: 

 I provide the student with a separate review guide that highlights the main 

concepts before tests/quizzes to guide their studying. 

 I provide the student with a modified test, covering the main ideas or objectives 

that are being assessed (i.e. shortened, alternative questions, multiple choice or 

word banks provided). 

 I rewrite the task (homework/test) at the student’s reading level. 

 I let the student take his/her tests orally, with me as their scribe. 

 I allow the student to tape responses or give answers to a classmate who can 

write them for the student, due to their writing concerns. 

 I allow the student to use worksheets/notes/books/formula sheets when taking 

tests/quizzes (after checking the student’s notes/worksheets to ensure 

completion and understanding). 

 I cut a long worksheet/task into smaller segments and give the student one 

segment at a time.  When one segment is completed, I hand out the next, and 

continue until all segments are completed (I use this modification because when 

tasks are long or complex, this student has difficulty completing them). 

 I shorten the amount of required readings/assignments given to the student (i.e. 

change the amount of problems given). 

 I omit certain assignment requirements that are supplemental and do not focus 

on the main idea or learning objective. 



 I have the student dictate his/her responses to someone else. 

 I provide alternative writing assignments for this student (i.e. direct student to 

list ideas instead of writing them in sentence form, direct student to write 3 

instead of 5 paragraphs). 

 I provide graphic organizers or an outline for the student to help them organize 

their writing. 

 I provide timelines or other graphic organizers to help the student sequence 

important dates/event. 

 I instruct the student to create visual aids (maps, flashcards) and allow them to 

use them for a portion of their tests/quizzes. 

 I provide notes, outlines, or worksheets that have fill-in-the-blank tasks to 

shorten assignments or promote the learning of new key words. 

 I shorten the spelling list that the student will be tested on, and modify the 

unit’s homework requirements. 

 I allow student to use alternative reading methods to ensure student 

understanding and success (i.e. books on tape, partner-reads, read-alouds, etc.). 

 I give the student a modified or related story that teaches the same concepts, 

due to their reading concerns. 

 I list steps in a mathematical process/provide a checklist so that the student 

knows exactly what he/she is to do during a lab, activity, or task. 

 I allow the student to use various tools, such as a calculator, formula sheet, 

multiplication chart, algebra tiles or other manipulatives. 

 I go over the task and confirm clear understanding before he/she starts 

independent work.  

 I allow the student to talk briefly with other students/staff to check for and 

clarify understanding. 

 I provide the student with a daily consistent organizational tool, which is used in 

all academic settings (I do this because this student has 

attention/organizational issues). 

 I use a behavior plan for the student in attempt to increase positive behavioral 

choices. 

 Other: 

  

  

  

 

Comments: 

 


